AISA VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT @SOIS, OSAKA

FIVB rules, 2017-20
http://www.fivb.org/EN/Refereeing-Rules/documents/FIVB-Volleyball_Rules_2017-2020-EN-v06.pdf

Some tourney rules clarifications
Substitutions




FIVB: 6 substitutions per set
NFHS: 12 substitutions
AISA rule: 8 substitutions per set (4 “connected pairs”; see next page.)

Libero



FIVB: libero cannot serve; libero can sub for the server after the server is finished
2017 AISA tourney rule: libero cannot serve (FIVB).

Net center line; net contact


FIVB rulebook, center line:
a. 11.2.1 It is permitted to penetrate into the opponent’s space under the net, provided
that this does not interfere with the opponent’s play.
b. 11.2.2.1 to touch the opponent's court with a foot (feet) is permitted, provided that some
part of the penetrating foot (feet) remains either in contact with or directly above the
centre line.



Summary: stepping on center line is allowed; completely crossing it is a fault (FIVB).



FIVB rulebook, net contact:
a. 11.3.1 Contact with the net by a player between the antennae, during the action of
playing the ball, is a fault. The action of playing the ball includes (among others) takeoff, hit (or attempt), and landing.



2017 AISA tourney rule: no contact with net between antennae (FIVB).

Coin toss





Coin toss occurs 10 to 15 minutes prior to start of match.
Captains should be readily available for coin toss, and coaches should promptly submit
lineups afterwards.
Winning team either chooses to serve or receive or chooses side of court. Losing team
takes remaining choice.
Winning team warms up first. Be ready.

Warm-up time: 10 minutes (4-4-2) (AISA regulation)




Coin toss-winning team gets full use of court first for 4 minutes for hitting practice while
visiting team warms up on side.
Other team then takes court for hitting practice for 4 minutes.
Then, 2 minutes of serving warm-up for both teams simultaneously.

Officials


Local Japanese-speaking Osaka Volleyball Association referees familiar with our level of
international school play, having worked many local and 3 AISA tournaments for us.

AISA Volleyball Substitution Rules
 8 substitutions per set.
 4 “pairs” of substitutions: 2 players can substitute only for each other
at the same position, and they can substitute twice.
 This allows all 4 bench players (or 3, not counting the libero) to enter
the match, and for the starters to re-enter

Sub #

Player

in for

Player

Notes

1

Bench 1

in for

Starter 1

same position

2

Starter 1

back in for

Bench 1

no more subbing
for this pair

3

Bench 2

in for

Starter 2

same position

4

Starter 2

back in for

Bench 2

no more subbing
for this pair

5

Bench 3

in for

Starter 3

same position

6

Starter 3

back in for

Bench 3

no more subbing
for this pair

7

Bench 4

in for

Starter 4

same position

8

Starter 4

back in for

Bench 4

no more subbing
for this pair

